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About DAPL
courtesy of nodaplsolidarity.org

The “Dakota Access” Pipeline (DAPL) is a $3.8 Billion, 1,100
mile fracked-oil pipeline currently under construction from the
Bakken shale fields of North Dakota to Peoria, Illinois. DAPL
is slated to cross Lakota Treaty Territory at the Standing Rock
Sioux Reservation where it would be laid underneath the
Missouri River, the longest river on the continent.
Construction of the DAPL would engender a renewed
fracking-frenzy in the Bakken shale region, as well as
endanger a source of fresh water for the Standing Rock Sioux
and 8 million people living downstream. DAPL would also
impact many sites that are sacred to the Standing Rock Sioux
and other indigenous nations.
The DAPL is a massive project being organized by a shady
group of the world’s largest fossil-fuel companies and banks.
They have offices in cities around the world. Putting direct,
nonviolent pressure on the corporations building and funding
this project is critical for supporting frontline resistance to
DAPL.
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Companies Behind DAPL
courtesy of nodaplsolidarity.org

The Dakota Access Pipeline is a project proposed by a collection of
pipeline companies, with a complicated and intertwining structure:





Energy Transfer Partners owns a 45% stake in the
project
Sunoco Logistics Partners owns a 30% stake
Phillips 66 owns a 25% stake.

Additionally, Enbridge Energy Partners is attempting to buy a
28% stake in the project and Marathon Petroleum Corp is
attempting to buy a 9% stake. These companies are hoping to
finalize this deal by the end of September. We are calling on these
companies to pull out of the project or to cancel it outright.

Banks Funding DAPL
The companies building DAPL were able to secure a $2.5 billion
loan from a collection of banks to build the pipeline. But the
pipeline companies can only access $1.1 billion of this loan until
certain progress is made on the pipeline project. So we are calling
on these lenders to cut off this line of credit to the pipeline
companies and to stop funding the DAPL.
Three of the main lenders are Citigroup, TD Securities and
Mizuho Bank.
Michels Corporation
The contractor actually building the pipeline is Michels Corporation,
an international company that has worked on several other
controversial projects including the Southern Leg of the Keystone
XL pipeline. We are calling on Michels to halt construction on the
Dakota Access Pipeline until an Environmental Impact Statement
on the project is completed and a full consultation with the
impacted tribes takes place.
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More than 2 Dozen Banks are financing the
Dakota Access Pipeline
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Support the Camps
courtesy of nodaplsolidarity.org

The camps that are leading the resistance to the
Dakota Access Pipeline need your support. Please
donate or send supplies to the Camp of the Sacred
Stones and the Red Warrior Camp.

The Camp of the Sacred Stones was established
on April 1, 2016 at the edge of the Missouri and
Cannonball Rivers on the Standing Rock Sioux
Reservation to resist the Dakota Access oil pipeline.
Please donate to the Legal Defense Fund for Sacred
Stone Spirit Camp or donate to the Camp’s general
fund. You can also send supplies directly to the
Camp list. You can access these online sites by
visiting: nodaplsolidarity.org/support-the-camps/.
The Red Warrior Camp was established in
partnership with the Sacred Stone Camp to help
guide the nonviolent direct action resistance to the
Dakota Access Pipeline. You can donate to the Red
Warrior Camp or directly send supplies to the
Camp via their Amazon wish list. You can access
these
online
links
by
visiting
nodaplsolidarity.org/support-the-camps/.
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#NoDAPL and Paying Attention:
They Sicced Dogs On My
People Today
SEPTEMBER 4, 2016 ~ KELLY HAYES

Dakota Access, LLC has declared war on my people — Native
People — by attempting to snake an unwanted pipeline through
Native land, drinking water and sacred sites. Today, this corporate
force confronted peaceful Water Protectors with vicious dogs and
pepper spray.
This is where we are now.
At least six Water Protectors were bitten by corporate attack dogs.
Witnesses described some of the injuries incurred as “serious.”
Dozens of protesters were treated for pepper spray exposure, and a
horse was reportedly wounded in the attack.
But corporate violence was unable to beat back the gathering Water
Protectors, and construction of the Dakota Access Pipeline was
once again brought to a halt.
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Your awareness raising has been crucial and will continue to be.
We are slowly, collectively forcing the mainstream media’s hand,
and visibility is so key in this profound and dangerous moment.
Please keep helping in whatever ways you can. I truly believe that
this battle has the potential to propel us all a little closer to freedom
— and to save Native lives.
My collective is not alone in asking for this solidarity, here in
Chicago. Groups around the city, including Black Lives Matter
Chicago, have joined the call for action and awareness. Both the
Brown and Black members of Lifted Voices are deeply heartened
by this. Our struggles are not the same, but they will always
intersect. And we can all heal and build power by healing and
building together.
Like anti-Blackness, the harms against Native peoples are often
painted as distant cultural memories. But the Native struggle
for survival and self-determination is being fought for, here and
now, on this very page of history. The #NoDAPL convergence is
unfolding in an unprecedented manner, and it should appear in
every newsfeed, and on every timeline. We need that assistance.
And we need a lot more.
We need white accomplices to avidly betray and undermine white
supremacy in this moment. Because sometimes, having a sense of
honor means being a traitor to a hierarchy in which you are
afforded privilege and power.
We need our non-Native allies to continue to lock arms with us.
We need everyone. Because we can’t do this alone.
If I seem a bit fixated lately, it’s because I am. These are my
people, living through a frightening, yet heartening and
extraordinary moment. I feel it in my veins, just as I feel the
ancestral fire that has sustained us throughout this country’s
attempt to erase and annihilate us.
I know that movement moments are unpredictable, and that
outcomes are unknowable. But when lightning strikes, it can spark
cultural (and subcultural) shifts that crack the very walls that
contain us.
Remember, plot twists flip scripts.
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Photos of Standing Rock by Desiree Kane

At Cannonball River

8/27 #NoDAPL march at Sacred Stone Camp

Judith LeBlanc, speaking to the #NoDAPL
. women's circle at the Oceti Sakowin camp

Frybread making with Osh Johnson, a Diné
woman from Black Mesa Navajo Nation.

Standing Rock encampment.
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This is the Dakota Access Pipeline, these are three #NoDAPL fighters and this is
what #IndigenousResistence looks like. Standing Rock Sioux Nation territory.

“Indigenous resistance is the longest running movement on the continent. These little
ones, and their right to clean, refreshing, drinkable water is why I personally fight.” DK

“This is what love looks like. #NoDAPL” Desiree Kane
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BLM Statement of Solidarity with
Standing Rock - Excerpt
Read the full statement online at BlackLivesMatter.com/ solidaritywith-standing-rock/
Black Lives Matter stands with Standing Rock. As there are many diverse
manifestations of Blackness, and Black people are also displaced Indigenous
peoples, we are clear that there is no Black liberation without Indigenous
sovereignty. Environmental racism is not limited to pipelines on Indigenous land,
because we know that the chemicals used for fracking and the materials used to
build pipelines are also used in water containment and sanitation plants in Black
communities like Flint, Michigan. The same companies that build pipelines are
the same companies that build factories that emit carcinogenic chemicals into
Black communities, leading to some of the highest rates of cancer,
hysterectomies, miscarriages, and asthma in the country. Our liberation is only
realized when all people are free, free to access clean water, free from
institutional racism, free to live whole and healthy lives not subjected to statesanctioned violence. America has committed and is committing genocide
against Native American peoples and Black people. We are in an ongoing
struggle for our lives and this struggle is shaped by the shared history between
Indigenous peoples and Black people in America, connecting that stolen land
and stolen labor from Black and brown people built this country.
Black Lives Matter affirms that our lives do matter on Indigenous Land. We
affirm our family’s right to land and clean water, a right that does not change
based on the whims of American companies who wish to make more money off
poisoning the waters that we depend on to live. We affirm our right to live takes
precedent over corporations’ prerogative to make a profit.
#NODAPL #WaterIsLife
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Where Movements Meet: Black
Lives Matter Organizers Visit
#NoDAPL
Friday, 02 September 2016 -

Kelly Hayes, via Truthout

Photo Credit: Melinda Lee

Last weekend, as thousands of Indigenous protesters continued
their efforts to ward off construction of the Dakota Access
Pipeline, a delegation from another life-and-death struggle
visited the Native encampments in Standing Rock, North
Dakota. While there have been numerous expressions of
solidarity between Black Lives Matter organizers and
Indigenous activists, this meeting marked a historic moment, as
organizers from different fronts of struggle met in a place that
has galvanized Native resistance to environmental racism in the
United States. This week, Miski Noor, an organizer with Black
Lives Matter Minneapolis, took a moment to discuss the trip with
Truthout,
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and to explain why she and others felt the journey was
necessary.
What moved you and other Black organizers to travel from
Minneapolis to the frontlines of the #NoDAPL struggle?
What was the discussion behind that decision like?
It was really important to me to show up for Indigenous folks
and for #NoDAPL. I think many times resistance is romanticized
and we picture it differently in our minds, as opposed to what it
actually looks like in real time. I recognized that this fight
against the Dakota Access Pipeline is [a] critical fight for ALL of
us. This isn't just an Indigenous issue; water is life for all of us
and we have a responsibility to the Earth and future generations
to protect it. While at the camp, I heard over and over again
from Native folks how they have shown up in their cities across
the country for Black lives. As BLM [Black Lives Matter], we
have built power and we have a platform. And as a movement,
we have a duty to uplift and amplify the stories and struggles of
all marginalized folks, as our liberation is intertwined. The
history of genocide and stolen land and stolen labor in America
will forever link Black folks and Indigenous folks (and let us be
clear that the two are not mutually exclusive), as there can be
no Black liberation without Indigenous sovereignty.
How many Black organizers made the trip, and what was
the welcome you received in Standing Rock like? What
struck you about the camp, in terms of what you saw or
heard upon arriving?
There were about a dozen of us who made this trip, and more
folks are organizing to go again in the coming weeks. Our family
in the camps welcomed us lovingly. It is a well-run community at
the camps, as people have created systems that actually meet
people's needs. Food, shelter, safety and more are discussed
at nightly camp meetings. As you walk through the camp, you
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can't pass a tent or teepee without coming across a "hello" or a
smile. I was struck by the sense of community and how yet
again, we as people coming together illustrate that scarcity is a
myth, and that capitalism desperately needs this myth to
survive.
Can you tell us a bit about your conversations, or any
circles or events you participated in during your visit?
One of the most important things I did there was listen. I
learned an incredible amount in a short period of time, mostly
through storytelling. I listened to stories from Native youth
about their everyday lives -- growing up on reservations and
small towns and big cities across the country. I learned about
ancestral histories and the many conflicts that Indigenous
Nations set aside to come together to protect the water, and
that this is the largest gathering of Indigenous Nations since
1973. Every morning, Indigenous women from all Nations
come together and march to the river, and on Sunday morning,
we were invited to join them. We walked into the river together,
both praying to the water and for the water. Several women
then shared their testimonies and we all took a pinch of
tobacco and released it into the water. It was a healing
ceremony, and I will forever be grateful for that.
Do you think there's something special happening, in this
historic moment, at the intersection of Black and Brown
struggles?
Yes, completely. This moment is a gift, an opportunity for all of
us to put our politics into practice. Solidarity is a buzzword for
progressives, something we rarely see in action in a
meaningful way. This is a fight being led by Indigenous
communities and it is our duty to show up for one another if
freedom and liberation is really the end goal. Our movements
are stronger when we do this.
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Will the power of solidarity between Black and Brown
peoples help us all get free?
I believe we must step beyond solidarity, and that Black and
Brown power will get us free. We do not have the resources
that multibillion dollar corporations and oil companies have, but
if we frame the conversation and victory in ways that make
sense for our peoples, we
do not need their resources. We do not have to fight on their
terms, which are dictated by white supremacy and based on
current systems of injustice -- in fact, it is the opposite. Our
power is in our relationships, and one of our main focuses
should be relationship building and building movement cultures
based on collaboration and reciprocity.
Copyright, Truthout. May not be reprinted without permission.
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Whatever It Takes: Another Day
on the Front Lines of #NoDAPL
Saturday, 03 September 2016 - By

Kelly Hayes and Desiree Kane,

via Truthout

American Horse shouts, "Mni Wiconi! Mni Wiconi!" as he is being escorted to
an unmarked police vehicle shortly after being removed from the construction
equipment. (Photo: Desiree Kane)

On Wednesday, (August 31, 2016) the struggle waged by
Indigenous Water Protectors against the construction of the
Dakota Access pipeline raged on when a surprise act of civil
disobedience halted construction for 6.5 hours.
Dale American Horse, known to community members as Happi,
played a pivotal role in the action by using a blockade
apparatus to attach himself to a piece of equipment, forcing a
shutdown of all construction equipment in the area. For hours,
officials attempted to remove Happi in a variety of dangerous
ways that included the use of a reciprocating saw -- which is not
a precision tool -- and an ill-conceived effort to lift Happi with a
hydraulic crane.
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Cheryl Angel stands with her son, Dale American Horse, as he takes part in
Wednesday's #NoDAPL action. (Photo: Desiree Kane)

As thousands of Natives from around the country continue to
gather and rally at Standing Rock, it has become clear that a
historic stand worthy of song and story is being made in North
Dakota.
It's no secret that all life on Earth stands imperiled, during a
period that many scientists have described as the world's sixth
mass extinction event. We have been told, again and again, that
our entire way of living and our entire culture of energy
dependence must be transformed if we are to have any hope.
And yet, greed has kept us on a global collision course with
catastrophe.

Two to three hours into the lockdown organized by Standing Rock's Red
Warrior CampAmerican Horse watches as his supporters are pushed back by
police 100 yards. (Photo: Desiree Kane)
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At Standing Rock, the camps that have formed to stop the
pipeline carry many lessons. They carry the wisdom of elders.
They carry the stories of struggles past. They hold the vibrancy
of their youth who have stepped into struggle for the first time.
And Wednesday, they carried the power of a fierce resistance.

North Dakota State police move in, telling Water Protectors that they are
obstructing a governmental function. Multiple officers yell, "Move or you're
going to jail" as community members lock arms. Moments later there were
multiple arrests. (Photo: Desiree Kane)

The first proposed path of the Dakota Access pipeline was
scrapped, in response to complaints that it would endanger the
drinking water of North Dakota's capital. The route was
subsequently revised, such that the pipeline would cross the
Missouri River -- a half-mile north of the Standing Rock Sioux
Reservation. This exercise in erasure and Native disposability
has been squarely rejected both by the Standing Rock Sioux
and by Natives who have flocked from around the country to
join their cause.
For those who are paying attention, the question of whether or
not Indigenous peoples can repel the Dakota Access pipeline
has begun to embody one of the larger questions of our time:
Will non-Native people finally hear Indigenous voices, and help
shift the course of history?
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The Collaborators of This Zine:
Lifted Voices
LiftedVoices.org
The all femme and non-binary, Brown and Black action collective Lifted
Voices has twice been invited to the frontlines of #NoDAPL by Native
leaders on the ground. As a Chicago based collective, Lifted Voices
provides trainings at home, and in cities around the country, when invited.
At Standing Rock, Lifted Voices has provided nonviolent direct action and
blockades traiing on request. The collective considers this sacred work.
Lifted Voices ended its trainings in Standing Rock the way the collective
tries to end all trainings — with a poem written by one of its members that
represents the Brown and Black unity of the collective:

We are built from the ashes of the extinguished
From the blood of what couldn’t be killed
The fire that will consume empires
Born as clenched fists
Survival made material
And our dreams will empty cages

Black Lives Matter: Chicago
BLMChi.com
Black Lives Matter Chicago is an intersectional vehicle that values Black
people and our right to self-determination.
We fight for justice with families most impacted, while working to create just
and equitable systems.
We work to end state violence and criminalization of Black communities by
deconstructing white supremacist, capitalist, patriarchy.
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We are fighting for water
They are fighting for oil
We are connected
They are scared
We are driven by our hearts
They are surprised by our passion
We are fighting for the future
They are only thinking of today
We are protecting our history
They are surprised by our anger
We are called savages
They are name callers
We are unarmed
They are hiding behind guns
We are protecting buried ancestors
They are trying to dig them up
We are embracing prayer
They are embracing threats
We are fighting for the children
They are fighting for a job
We are embracing our culture
They are mocking our ways
We are getting stronger
They are getting offended
We are growing in supporters
They are getting angry
We are fighting for water
They are fighting for oil.
- John BraveBull
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This zine is a collaboration between Lifted Voices & BLMChicago.
Visit us at LiftedVoices.org & BLMChi.com
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